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A bite-sized magazine for today’s modern 

woman devoted to style, home, travel & more by 

London-based designer Stacy Chan

Winter style: Coats & Workout Looks

Work: Bullet Journaling

Travel: Lessons from the Camino de Santiago
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Welcome to Volume 3 of this magazine which 

serves as an extension of my interests outside of 

the Designer Journal blog on stacychan.com. 

Happy 2021 – what a start it’s been! The hope 

that a new year would result in a dramatic 

change has subsided, and more than ever, we 

realise that any changes need to come from us.

This issue covers aspects of change both 

internally and externally. The style guides 

feature the uplifting Pantone colours of 2021 

and exercise gear to get you moving. I also 

discuss bullet journaling to get motivated. Next, 

there are ideas to create a special space at 

home and podcasts to quiet the mind. Lastly, 

my travel article talks about lessons we can take 

from adversity. It’s not been an easy start to the 

year, but we know there is a light at the end. 

Let’s be kind to ourselves and each other until 

we get there.

Thanks for your support,

INFO@STACYCHAN.COM WWW.STACYCHAN.COM

https://www.stacychan.com/
mailto:info@stacychan.com
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WINTER COAT

WRAP UP IN

A. 
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TRENDS

https://fave.co/3bEml2N


PUFFY COATS

A. Reiss, £345  B. Barbour, Sale £203.25  C. North Face, £135  D. Herno, £725  E. Rains, £600

B. 

C.

HAVE A PROPER DUVET DAY

D. E.

https://fave.co/3bEml2N
https://fave.co/3nyZWWF
https://fave.co/3nyZWWF
https://fave.co/2LNUsdm
https://fave.co/2LNUsdm
https://fave.co/2LpUMzn
https://fave.co/2LpUMzn
https://fave.co/2MSVmpz
https://fave.co/2MSVmpz


F. Apparis, £493  G. COS, £225  H. Scotch & Soda, Sale £178.47  I. PAROSH, Sale £239  J. Stand Studio, £420

F.  G.

H.

TEDDY COATS

COZY & COMFORTABLE

I.

https://fave.co/38AuoeY
https://fave.co/38AuoeY
https://fave.co/2MQcNHm
https://fave.co/2MQcNHm
https://fave.co/2K7Cgeo
https://fave.co/2K7Cgeo
https://fave.co/3ieOQFu
https://fave.co/3ieOQFu
https://fave.co/2XBfazS


J. 

https://fave.co/2XBfazS


K. Ganni, £375  L. Harris Wharf London, £711  M. Theory, Sale £377.50  N. Sandro, Sale £335.40

N. 

K.

L.

M.

CLASSIC COATS

ALWAYS IN STYLE

https://fave.co/2LqOzDk
https://fave.co/2LqOzDk
https://fave.co/3i7232Y
https://fave.co/3i7232Y
https://fave.co/2KbvIvq
https://fave.co/2KbvIvq
https://fave.co/3nDzHhY
https://fave.co/3nDzHhY


For over 20 years, the Pantone Color 

Institute has been choosing a colour to 

embody the feelings and mood of the 

coming year. This annual prediction in turn 

inuences global fashion, home and 

design.

Their decision is based on looking at trends 

PANTONE COLOURS OF 2021
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”The union of an 

enduring Ultimate Gray 

with vibrant yellow 

Illuminating expresses � 

message of positivity 

supported by fortitude.” 

2016.  These two seemingly opposite tones 

are selected to support each other.

 

Executive Director Leatrice Eisman states 

"The union of an enduring Ultimate Gray 

with the vibrant yellow Illuminating 

expresses a message of positivity 

supported by fortitude. Practical and rock 

across many dierent 

disciplines around 

the world. In 2020, a 

deep Classic Blue 

was chosen “instilling 

calm, condence and 

connection.” But who 

could have 

predicted    the year 

that occurred?

For the coming year, Pantone has chosen 

both yellow Illuminating and Ultimate Gray. 

This is only the second time they have ever 

chosen a pair of colours – the last time in

solid, but at the same 

time warming and 

optimistic. This is a 

colour combination 

that gives us resilience 

and hope. We need to 

feel encouraged and 

uplifted, this is 

essential to the 

human spirit.”

Though 2021 may prove to be a dicult 

year, the idea of a solid, stabilising base 

with a hopeful future is one that we can all 

relate to.



ILLUMINATING

D.

B.

A. & Other Stories, £75  B. Stacy Chan Bracelet, £45  C. Marella, £325  D.Whistles, Sale £109  E. Hesper Fox £120

A.

C.

E.

F

https://fave.co/3qfRLAh
https://fave.co/3qfRLAh
https://www.stacychan.com/products/fuchsia-leather-bracelet
https://www.stacychan.com/products/fuchsia-leather-bracelet
https://fave.co/3qeGXSY
https://fave.co/3qeGXSY
https://fave.co/39vSkiK
https://fave.co/39vSkiK
https://fave.co/3i8l05t
https://fave.co/3i8l05t
https://www.stacychan.com/products/grey-leather-bracelet


I.

ULTIMATE GREY

F.

G.

H.

F. Stacy Chan Bracelet, £45  G. Ralph Lauren, £240  H. Anthropologie, £88  I. Stacy Chan, £85  J. Norma Kamali, £300 

J.

https://www.stacychan.com/products/grey-leather-bracelet
https://www.stacychan.com/products/grey-leather-bracelet
https://fave.co/39yoD0J
https://fave.co/39yoD0J
https://fave.co/2LHjBXj
https://fave.co/2LHjBXj
https://www.stacychan.com/products/large-grey-pouch
https://www.stacychan.com/products/large-grey-pouch
https://fave.co/2XBOsan
https://fave.co/2XBOsan


There are a lot of sports bra options out 

there, but I love the strap designs on 

Lulelemon’s sports bras. £38

S
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INSPIRATION FOR YOUR W

This simple black tank from sustainable 

brand Dharma Bums has a owy style and 

unique back. £44.99

These cute shorts have an overlapping front 

to back design from sustainable brand 

Nimble. £55

Lululemon is known for its leggings and 

these burgundy crops have a gure attering 

high rise. Sale £74

https://fave.co/35ClP1m
https://fave.co/3nF77N9
https://fave.co/35Fi77b
https://fave.co/3ibeNWv


WORK(OUT) FROM HOME

This pretty t-shirt from sustainable brand 

Bamboo Clothing is great for relaxing yoga 

or sweaty HIIT. Sale £22.40

Pangaia has become known for 

sustainability, simplicity & colour. Throw on 

a hoodie for cool downs. £44.99

Nike has a selection of trendy leggings and 

also does a great job of being size inclusive 

with its workout gear. £59.95

Although it does not have a wide range, 

Ernest Leoty’s sustainable collection is 

colourful and stylish. Sale £55

https://fave.co/35AsdWY
https://fave.co/3qi9x69
https://fave.co/3by7Ld3
https://fave.co/2XJ7agd
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HOW TO

 BULLET JOURNAL &

 MAKE IT YOUR OWN



“Writing by hand on 

paper can help focus 

your attention and 

be � cathartic way 

to empty your head.”

Let’s start at the beginning - what is a bullet 

journal and do we all need one? There are many 

websites detailing the ethos behind the concept 

created by New York-designer Ryder Carroll and 

the “analog system” he created. However, I think 

it’s easier to use every day terms instead of the 

bujo (that’s bullet journal) jargon.

A bullet journal is essentially a combined personal planner and diary that you customise 

to your needs. Why the term bullet journal? Partly because Carroll uses short bullet 

points to list tasks and also because journalers use pages with gridded dots instead of 

lines. If you already have a digital calendar and note-taking apps on your phone, do you 

need a bullet journal too? I would argue yes - writing by hand on paper can help focus 

your attention away from pinging text messages, emails and app notications, and it can 

also be a cathartic way to empty your head.

WHAT IS A BULLET JOURNAL & DO I NEED ONE?

You begin with a small legend of symbols to show 

whether tasks are open, in process or complete. 

Next are a table of contents (an “index”) so you 

can nd your way around the journal and then a 

page to list coming events (a “future log”).

A few years ago, I wanted to get organised and came across the idea of bullet 

journaling.    I quickly fell down a rabbit hole of websites and blogs with artistic, hand-

drawn pages that lent a ourish to boring planner pages and detailed charts to help you 

keep on top of your daily tasks. However, the amount of work that went into these 

beautifully drawn pages made the task feel insurmountable and denitely not sustainable 

for any amount of time for me – until November last year.

HOW TO GUIDE

STEP 1: FRONT
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STEP 2: PLANNER PAGES
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Next you create monthly, weekly and daily page 

spreads that can include as little or as much 

information as you like.    Some of the pages are 

beautiful and colourful, but you can opt for a 

simple layout as well.
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Your bullet journal is then further 

customised with “habit trackers” to help 

you log and achieve your personal goals. 

You can track your sleep schedule, 

exercise routine, meditation practice, 

daily mood, etc. Then add logs for 

things like a daily gratitude journal, 

movies to watch, books to read, 

birthdays to keep track of and more.

Some journalers combine their habit 

trackers on one page, while others 

create full double page spreads.

STEP 3: HABIT TRACKERS & LOGS
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In October last year, I started feeling a bit unmotivated and began to look for a daily 

planner to replace my scribbled to-do lists, but the available planners had a lot of 

sections I did not need like hourly layouts for my day or weekly goal-setting and 

reviewing.  There were also a lot of things I thought would be helpful to have.

So I came back to the idea of bullet journaling, but this time, I looked more closely at 

“printables.” These are pre-made pages that you can print and glue/tape into your 

notebook or put into a binder instead of creating hand drawn pages. But why go from a 

daily planner pre-made by a company to bullet journal pages pre-made by a stranger? 

So I decided to make my own pages on my computer and put them together for my own 

bullet journal. 

The possibilities are limited only by your 

imagination, but therein also lies the 

problem.    There are so many choices and 

the examples online are all so beautiful, it’s 

hard to know where to get started, 

especially if free-hand drawing is not a skill.

NOW MAKE IT YOUR OWN

STEP 4: ANYTHING!

It took time to decide what to include before laying out my 

pages. I used fancy fonts and clip art so that instead of a 

daily drawing, I could do a bit of relaxing colouring and plan 

my day quickly. I found a simple A5 size binder to insert my 

custom pages and easily organise my trackers and logs.

I have been using my journal every day since November 

and, although the initial set-up of the pages took some

time, I nd that using it daily is relaxing and 

motivating as the pages are easily changed as my 

goals and needs evolve. Although I was inspired by 

the beautiful notebooks on the web, I did not follow 

the “ocial” bullet journal steps. I have adhered to 

the spirit of the idea, which is creating a planner that 

allows me to hand-write goals, plan and nd some 

peace in each day – which are all invaluable right 

now.

Some of the digital bullet journal pages I have created are included in this article 

(with my scribbled writing on them). Feel free reach out if you would like digital 

copies of my pages to customise for yourself.
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TRAVEL WITHOUT LEAVING HOME

MARRAKECH

STOCKHOLM



It’s hard to look at an intricate Morrocan 

metal lamp and not feel immediately 

soothed. Most of us don’t have the space to 

turn an entire room into a luxe riad, but 

drape a curtain, place a screen or just nd a 

secluded corner which can be transformed 

with a few little touches. Then make a cup of 

mint and rose bud tea, and relax.

LUXE 

MOROCCAN

A. Bohemia, Sale £25.20  B. Ekenzo Morrocan Decor, £205  C. Perch & Parrow, £215

 D. Oliver Bonas, £45  E. Bohemia, From £98

E.

B.A.

C.

D.

https://fave.co/2MRq2Yi
https://fave.co/2MRq2Yi
https://fave.co/3oIjf1b
https://fave.co/3oIjf1b
https://fave.co/3i6qfCG
https://fave.co/3i6qfCG
https://fave.co/2KaS68d
https://fave.co/2KaS68d
https://fave.co/39wRBhv
https://fave.co/39wRBhv


It’s no wonder Scandinavian style has been 

all the rage for years. The simple, clean lines 

always look modern and are easily matched 

with any style in your home.   Choose pieces 

in basic shapes and soothing colours to 

complement each other. Add easy-to-care-

for succulent plants and a few minimalist tea 

light holders to complete the hygge look.

MINIMALIST 

SCANDI

F. Made, £399  G. Cox&Cox, £125  H. Cult Living, £59  I. Rose & Grey, £410  J. Crocus, £14.48  K. Italla, £17 Each

I.

F.

G.

H.

J.

K.

https://fave.co/3nONXol
https://fave.co/3nONXol
https://fave.co/3nFtlyw
https://fave.co/3nFtlyw
https://fave.co/3nHS9G2
https://fave.co/3nHS9G2
https://fave.co/38F4UwO
https://fave.co/38F4UwO
https://fave.co/2LNuFCp
https://fave.co/2LNuFCp
https://fave.co/3ibaxGm
https://fave.co/3ibaxGm


Sweets  for 
a Sweet ie

Valentine’s Day (or Gal-entine’s 

Day) is 14 Febuary, but we can all 

use a bit of a treat year round! 

Spoil yourself or someone else with 

these luxurious goodies.
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Why send regular owers when you can send 

chocolate owers? This beautiful box is from Fortnum 

& Mason. £14.95.

A classic box of macarons from the famous 

Laduree is always a welcome treat. From 

£21.50.

Elevate your macaron game with exciting 

avours like rose/raspberry/litchi and 

lemon/wild thyme from Piere Herme. From 

£30.10.

I love that Rococo chocolate’s website allows 

you to choose from premade hampers or put 

together your own with their cute packaging. 

From £38.50.

I had to include chocolates from Pierre Marcolini 

whose decadent Marylebone shop kept us company 

during our last few pop-ups. From £19.90. (UK 

shipping temp suspended)

https://fave.co/2XEiw5f
https://fave.co/3bEpLm4
https://fave.co/35HheuJ
https://fave.co/3ijYjve
https://fave.co/38FA9YS
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LESSONS 

FROM THE 

CAMINO DE 

SANTIAGO



What I love about travelling is how it 

teaches us not only about the people and 

culture of the destination, but also about 

ourselves. In the Spring of 2011, I set out to 

check o my next bucket list travel 

adventure, walking the Camino de 

Santiago pilgrimage in Spain. There are 

few trips in my life where I had so many 

things go wrong while learning so much.

The Camino de Santiago is a Christian 

pilgrim route ocially starting from St. 

Jean Pied de Port at the Spanish border 

with France, and spanning westward 

796km (494.6 miles) to Santiago de 

Compostella, typically completed in about 

33 days. Although this path has been 

taken by religious pilgrims since the 

Middle Ages, in more recent years, there 

are multitudes of people on the path 

looking for physical and spiritual renewal, 

walking by day in the Spanish countryside 

and staying in small, modest hostels, or 

albergues by night.

At the time, I was working at a hedge fund 

in London and was very lucky to be able to 

nd two weeks to walk the last 325km 

(202 miles) of the trek beginning in the 

town of Leon, Spain.

At the end of April 2011, I arrived at my 

rst albergue one evening and was given a 

Credencial del Peregrino, a little booklet to 

collect stamps at hostels, restaurants and 

historical sites along my journey in order 

to receive my certication at walk’s end. 

After depositing my pack, I went in search 

of  food and found a lively bar full of fellow 

pilgrims. Some had already been walking a 

few days or more, while others were just 

starting out.

I fell into conversation with an older Irish 

man who had been walking for a 

week.    Unfortunately, he had hurt himself 

and was only covering very short 

distances each day, but he had to keep 

going as we were not allowed to stay more 

than one night in each place. After 

learning about some of my previous 

adventurous travels, he very 

enthusiastically suggested that instead of 

the typical itinerary in the guidebook we 

all had, I was more than capable of 

nishing much faster and walking further 

to Finisterre on the coast if I walked 45km 

each day instead of the recommended 

30km.

The overachiever in me pounced on the 

idea and I woke excitedly the next morning



ready to surpass my original target. As I 

set out, I found the path marked by 

seashells, the ocial symbol of the 

Camino de Santiago, one I would see in 

many forms and would become reassuring 

landmarks over the next two weeks. That 

rst day, I hurried past other travellers 

and, although I was tired when I reached 

the signs for the town of Mazarife - 23km 

away where most were staying the night - I 

still decided to push on.

There was a very long, straight stretch of 

non-picturesque road that I was walking

along and I was moving quickly, anxious to 

nish this leg of the walk when something 

twinged in my right leg. That was the end 

to my hurried pace. I took a few asprin 

and was forced to limp the remainder of 

my 36.9km. I woke the next morning with 

a very sore leg, but I had to pack my things 

and move on. I managed to walk 16.3km 

that second day to get back on track for 

my original itinerary, but it would take a 

few days of painful walking before my leg 

returned to normal.

Lesson: Listen to advice from others, 
but stay true to your own path.





On my third day, I arrived at my hostel for 

the evening and realised all of my cash 

had been stolen. I suddenly recalled 

leaving my small pack of valuables under 

my sleeping bag that morning when I 

quickly went to brush my teeth and 

remembered exchanging glances with two 

girls who were eyeing me upon my return.

The lady at the albergue informed me the 

closest cash machine was in the next 

town, a 10km walk away! I stepped aside 

distraught – there was no way I could walk 

another 10km that day, especially as my 

leg was still in pain. I could do nothing, 

but stand there.

Suddenly, a man with a small dog came to 

ask what was wrong. I explained my 

predicament and this knight in hiking gear 

walked me to a small restaurant in the 

town. He spoke with the owners in 

Spanish and they agreed to charge my 

bank card €20 in exchange for cash. This 

hero and his dog became my walking 

companions for a few days afterwards.

After this rough start, my leg recovered 

and I began to develop a routine.    I woke 

early to start the day’s walk usually alone, 

occasionally with others I had met the day 

before, and would nish by early 

afternoon, avoiding the heat and giving 

me time to explore each town along the 

way.    I had even found a way to reroll my 

sleeping bag to just squeeze back into its 

impossibly small pack. I reviewed the 

guidebook each evening to see what 

landmarks lay ahead for the next day and 

decide where I to sleep.

One night, decided to more evenly 

redistribute my walking over the coming 

three days and have an “easy” 24km day.  I 

slept in and enjoyed the solitude of not 

starting o with the rest of the pilgrims. 

However, this meant that I ended up 

walking through much of the very hot 

afternoon and nally arrived at 4pm at an 

albergue in a very small town that was 

listed as open from April to October. It 

way May, and the gate was locked. There 

was a small, detailed map in Spanish 

posted to the door, and I stood, angrily 

trying to decipher what to do next.

Lesson: Be wary, but don't close 
yourself off to unexpected kindness



Minutes later, a woman in a car pulled up 

next to me and began speaking to me in 

Spanish. Although I could not 

understand her, through a great deal of 

gesticulating and her map, I learned that 

she ran an albergue that was a detour 

from the main route. She oered to drive 

me there, but I would have to walk the 

3.2km back to rejoin the main path the 

next morning. I had no choice, but to 

accept.

What I found was like water in the desert. 

The hostel was brand new and empty. 

There were no snoring pilgrims in shared 

bunks; the showers were spotless and it 

was warm. Moreover, we were adjacent 

to the ruins of an old monastery that I 

explored before my simple dinner. The



buildings were eerie and beautiful, bathed 

in the setting sunlight which caught in lightly 

falling rain. I had my rst peaceful night’s 

sleep in a week and set o refreshed the 

next morning.

 

Just one of these issues would be enough 

for one trip, but I also managed to get food 

poisoning for a few days and ate nothing but 

bits of dry bread before nally breaking my 

fast on the local specialty of pulpo 

(octopus) when I crossed the border into 

the region of Galicia. I also got caught in a 

sudden torrential downpour for an hour 

leaving me and my belongings soaked 

through despite a poncho and pack cover. 

The next few days, I embarrassingly walked 

with clothes pinned to the back of my pack 

to dry in the daytime sun – a trick which I 

learned from other aicted pilgrims.

Lesson: Sometimes setbacks can lead 
you to discover an even better path.



However, by the end of the trip, I was 

taking my setbacks in stride.   When paths 

diverged and I chose the wrong one, I 

shrugged my shoulders and backtracked 

without complaint. I chose midday 

detours to visit local churches and 

monasteries because I was no longer in a 

hurry. I met strangers, many who spoke no 

English, and we laughed at jokes we could 

communicate to each other, or more often 

than not, just walked together and enjoyed 

the journey, something we rarely 

remember to do in our every day lives.

 

When I nally arrived in Santiago de 

Compostela, I attended the pilgrim's mass 

at the imposing Cathedral. The building 

was ornately decorated with gold statues 

and I sat among the hundreds of strangers



who completed the same journey, watching the troupe of priests swing the huge 

botafumeiro, a giant incense burner, impossibly high.

Although that spectacle is something I will always remember, I will also recall the feelings of 

frustration and, at times, helplessness I experienced over my two-week journey. 

Occasionally, I was rescued by the kindness of others, but often times I had to nd a way to 

rescue myself with perseverance and self-belief.

Lesson: Sometimes, it is through struggle and adversity that we learn the most.



After a busy day, it can be dicult to shut down when it's time for sleep. In 

addition to developing an evening routine with less doom scrolling, I like to 

listen to sleep podcasts. The soothing voices and relaxing background 

music help to quiet the mind, helping me drift o to sleep.

The three podcasts below are in my nighttime rotation and I enjoy the 

retellings of traditional fairy tales and folklore from other cultures. There 

are also nature walks, classic novels and more to choose from. Sometimes I 

nish the stories, but more often than not, it’s zzz before the end…
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TROUBLE SLEEPING?

https://www.dreamfulstories.com/
https://getsleepy.com/
https://www.dreamypodcast.com/


DESIGNED IN LONDON, HAND MADE IN ITALY

https://www.stacychan.com/
https://www.stacychan.com/
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earn a small commission to support this publication. I have not included products because of this and 

I have only chosen things that I like and/or use myself from a variety of brands large and small. Rest 

assured, you will not be paying a dierent price than other customers and have absolutely no 

obligation to click on or buy anything. Just read and enjoy!

Thanks for reading and your support. If you’re interested in being featured in a future volume of this 

magazine, please feel free to reach out.
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